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Talks about this topic at NUSYM23



Round-table discussion:

short presentations by the

panelists and discussions

between panel and with

audience

TMEP session

agenda to be fixed



Suggestions for TMEP sessions: 

1st session (before lunch): reports on transport model studies, possible speakers:

a) Dan Cozma: box study with momentum-dependent mean fields and threshold effects

b) somebody from studies at HADES, RHIC energies,

e.g. author of paper

and/or somebody working with SMASH: Mohs, Elfner, Sorensen

Reichert et al., J. Phys. G 49 (2022) 055108



2nd session (after lunch): discussion of future projects

a) test of HIC with realistic ingredients (mom-dep potentials (effecive masses, n-p mass splitting), threshold effects)

a combination of pion HIC and box study; 

sensitivity study of typical observables (n/p ratio, pi-/pi+ ratio)  to stiffness of SE

b) uncertainty quantification of transport model results

uncertainty of one code from Bayesian analysis, but

model dependence? (BAND (Bayesian Analysis for Nuclear Dynamics) project?)

c) role of fluctuations in transport simulations

main difference between QMD and BUU approaches

QMD classical correlations smeared by wp width vs. BUU deterministic -> include fluctuations explicitely (BL)

d) description of cluster production (esp. light clusters LC) in transport:

diff. forms of coalescence (a-posteriori) vs. dynamical cluster production,  influences other observables (e.g. pion prod.)

e) production of strange particle producton.

e.g. K0/K+ which should be more sensitive to high-density region and less sensitive to final state effects

some ideas:

(continued on next page)



f1) implementation of microscopic input for the density functional and the in-medium cross sections

into transport codes,

e.g. from Dirac-Brueckner calculations or from chiral EFT. This is also a check of these theories at higher density

g) Short-Range-Correlations (SRC) in transport (established in structure, lead to a high-momentum-tail (HMT)

should be important in transport studies, but how to include?

(initialization with HMT, change of the density functional, 3-particle scattering terms, off-shell dynamics?)

2nd session (after lunch): discussion of future projects

(continued)

f2) implementation of EoSs from meta-modelling into transport codes

include constraints from nuclear structure into these priors, e.g. well defined limits on S0 and L 

To do:

- select topic(s)

- find persons, who think about formulating specifications (homework),

present this at NUSYM,

and are (possibly) willing to lead the study

- not just compare any codes, but require

qualifications and openness to code development


